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These latest volumes of the hot-selling Left Behind juvenile series continue the story of four kids left

behind after the Rapture. With themes and events that parallel the adult series, these books carry

Left Behind's important message to the younger generation. In #6 The Underground, the kids

develop The Trib Force News to get the message out to their classmates.
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Book six in the Left Behind: The Kids series, The Underground shares its title with the Young Trib

Force's secret school newspaper, preaching the true story of the Rapture and the Tribulation to the

left-behind students of Nicolae Carpathia High. Judd, Vicki, Lionel, and Ryan all pitch in to make the

paper happen, despite pressure from Carpathia's faculty and even a mysterious, possibly demonic

hard drive crash. But with high-tech help from new friends and the aid of prominent journalist and

eyewitness to evil Bruce Williams, the growing group manages to deliver The Underground to

almost every student in school. Everything's going well until Global Community heavies get

involved--and one of the Trib Force members gets caught because she spread the word of God!

The Evangelical Christian science fiction series Left Behind: The Kids is a youth-oriented story line



based on Jerry B. Jenkins and Tim LaHaye's bestselling Left Behind. (Ages 9 to 12) --Paul Hughes

Jerry B. Jenkins, former Vice President for Publishing and currently Writer-at-Large for the Moody

Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more than 150 books, including the best-selling Left

Behind series. Sixteen of his books have reached the New York Times best-seller list (seven in the

number one spot) and have also appeared on the USA Today, Publisher's Weekly and Wall Street

Journal best-seller lists. Tim LaHaye is an internationally known author, teacher, and expert on Bible

prophecy. He is married to Beverly, who is the founder of the largest women's organization in

America, Concerned Women for America. The LaHayes live in southern California.

I wanted to see how the kids' books compared to the adult books. The kids' series still contained

suspense, but it was toned down from the adult books.

l love all the Left Behind books, including the Kids Books. Very interesting characters and can't wait

to read what is coming next. They are very brave and dedicated

:)

6throughoutvery good morning beautiful and after receiving the best way for me to bring it up on

your use to make sure that you reading this article was written by the best of the best in your car

and really really good at that point on the best way to get to see you tomorrow night and after that

trip is a tornado watch it

Absolutely loved them! Can't wait to read the rest. If your read the original adult versions, you will

love how they interact with the versions for the younger audience.

I love all these books in the adult & kids' versions! Wonderful reading!

This book of the series was probably the most page turning yet! The bravery of the young people

caught up in this story of the end times is awesome!

Good for those who belong to a religion and those who do not. If you do belong to a religion, some

of the bible translations were a bit of a stretch to fit the story, so it would be good to talk about with



your kids. I was sure to tell my that it was fiction and had him even look up the rapture in the bible

(not there). Otherwise a very good read.
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